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Highlights
Our inaugural Alberta Snapshot paints a picture of a province
struggling to get back on its feet. The oil price crash earlier in
the year, combined with the COVID economic shutdown, and
uncertainty about the future of natural resources in the
province have created a perfect storm—hitting Alberta when
it was already reeling from five years of relatively sluggish
economic growth. However, Albertans are resilient.
Businesses are re-opening; the province is developing
recovery/diversification plans; and there are pockets of
strength in areas like forestry and agri-food. The road to
recovery will be long but Albertans are accustomed to wild
swings in economic fortunes and have a track record of
seizing opportunity when they see it.
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About 65% of Albertans who lost work due to COVID are
back at work. Working-age women have fully recovered
their lost jobs, but young women are lagging behind. If
prolonged, this issue could have an impact on future
earnings for this age group.
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Consumer spending in Alberta has returned to preshutdown levels. However, with job growth slowing, retail
activity will likely remain flat through the end of the year.
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Though the IMF recently improved its economic growth
forecast for Canada, business expectations in Alberta
suggest a more prolonged recovery than initially thought.
In particular, more layoffs are expected in the near future
as 47% of businesses expect to have fewer employees a
year from now.
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Building Better

Work in Alberta

Building better is about work opportunities—those available, emerging, or lost. Access to work is a signal of financial and personal
opportunity for individual Albertans, a sign of business health, and a gauge of current economic activity in the province.

Albertans getting back to work
The Alberta economy added 38,200 net new
jobs in September, an increase of about 1.8%
compared to August. This increase was slightly
below the national average of 2.1% and marks
the fourth time in the last five months that
Alberta has lagged the national average in terms
of job recovery. As a result, Alberta has regained
just 65% of the jobs lost during the first two
months of the shutdown compared to 76%
nation-wide.
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Building Better

Work in Alberta

Important differences by age and gender
There continue to be gender and age gaps in
terms of who is sharing in the economic
recovery in Alberta. Young women are
struggling, as jobs in retail, hospitality, and
other public-facing businesses are slow to
return. Employment for women aged 15-24 in
September was just 81% of February levels.
However, working-age women (25-54 years)
are doing much better, with employment
effectively back at February levels. Meanwhile,
men of that age are still 36,200 jobs short.
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Building Better

Work in Alberta

Disparate impacts of COVID by industry
Many industries in Alberta are still struggling to bring
workers back, but there are small pockets of growth
emerging. Finance, real estate, and related businesses
now employ 3,800 more Albertans than they did in
February, while there are 1,900 more jobs in information,
culture, and recreation industries. These gains are still not
close to offsetting large net job losses in accommodation,
hospitality, and manufacturing, but they do represent a
glimmer of positivity in a challenging time.
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Making a Life
People in Alberta

Making a life is about Alberta being an attractive and affordable
place to call home. Low living costs, debt, and poverty,
combined with economic opportunity, contribute to shared
prosperity for all Albertans. This will encourage young adults to
stay in the province and prospective Albertans to move here.
Consumers spending again, for now
Consumer spending in Alberta has rebounded since the
economic shutdown as government supports have
bolstered incomes and reduced personal debt across the
country. After falling by nearly 28% from February to April,
retail sales activity has snapped back and is now tracking
slightly ahead of 2019 levels. Looking ahead, sustained
increases will hinge on consumer confidence and virus
containment, job creation, and income growth rather than
government supports.
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Making a Life
People in Alberta

Alberta’s grocery bills grow but not other items
Consumer prices in Alberta have grown more or
less in line with the national average over the last
two years and inflation has declined since the
economic shutdown. One notable exception to this
trend is food prices. Compared to a year ago,
Alberta’s overall inflation rate was about 0.6% in
August, while food prices have increased at nearly
three times, which, as an important share of a
family’s spending, could strain Albertans’ budgets.
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Making a Life
People in Alberta

Housing most affordable in decades
Housing prices in the Edmonton and Calgary
areas have been slowly trending downward since
2017. Combined with plunging interest rates on
5-year mortgages, housing affordability in Alberta
is at its lowest level in years. This could change in
the coming months, however, as high lumber
prices and other supply constraints could put
upward pressure on the cost of new builds.
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Creating Prosperity
Business in Alberta

The health of the business sector is central to economic prosperity.
Businesses create jobs, opportunities, and growth. By so doing, they
generate tax revenue that supports social spending. When businesses do
well, Albertans do well.
Canada's unaddressed problem
Recently released data on labour productivity show that the value of
output per hour worked in Alberta grew by 0.6% in 2019, slightly above
the national average increase of 0.5%. While this is an improvement over
the previous year, Canada still has an unaddressed productivity problem.
Productivity growth has been below the 20-year average for four of the
last five years and will be an important component to consider in Alberta
and Canada’s recovery and future growth.
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Creating Prosperity
Business in Alberta

Manufacturing still weak
Manufacturing activity in Alberta has been hit
hard by the economic shutdown. As of July,
year-over-year sales were down 18%—the
second largest decline of any province. While
food processing has been a bright spot, with
sales up 6.5% through seven months, the
outlook for the rest of 2020 is relatively weak.
Low oil prices and the importance of petroleum
refining in Alberta means that the recovery will
be slower here than in other provinces.
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Creating Prosperity
Business in Alberta

New orders sign of hope
National statistics show a sharp rebound in new
manufacturing orders—an important leading
indicator of industrial activity. New orders had
plunged by more than 40% from February to April.
Since then, they have jumped by 52% and, as of
July, are just 5% below 2019 levels. While data for
Alberta are not available, the rebound in new
orders is especially strong in petroleum refining—
the province’s second largest manufacturing subsector, behind food processing.
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Thinking Globally
Economic Conditions

Alberta is not an island in the world. Our people and businesses
are affected by global factors over which they have no direct
control. Understanding and anticipating international trends is
key to being resilient and adaptable.
Stronger recovery than initially thought
The IMF’s October economic growth forecast for
Canada projects a less severe decline and a stronger
recovery in 2021 than the previous June forecast. The
IMF forecasts that, by the end of next year, GDP in
Canada will be at about 98% of 2019 levels while the US
will be slightly higher at about 99% of 2019 levels. As a
frame of reference, it took three years for US GDP to
recover from the financial crisis.
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Thinking Globally
Economic Conditions

Forestry prices surging
Forestry prices have surged since the spring,
boosted by high demand for building products
in the US and low North American inventories.
From April to early September, lumber and
other forest product prices have risen by 85%
to reach new record highs. In response, the
Alberta government has increased provincial
cut allowances to bolster economic recovery
and help businesses capitalize on high prices.
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Thinking Globally
Economic Conditions

Bank of Canada signaling long
recovery
The Bank of Canada (BoC)
announced in September that it will
maintain its policy interest rate at
0.25% for the foreseeable future
until the current slack in the
economy is absorbed and inflation
returns to normal levels. This signals
that the BoC believes recovery will
be long and bumpy but, as a result,
also means an expectation of low
borrowing costs for some time.
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Building Alberta's Future
The Next Generation

Economic prosperity isn’t just about what happens
today—it’s about planting the seeds for the future.
When Albertans see new opportunities, they will
plan, invest, and take risks in creating a better
tomorrow for themselves and for their province.
Entrepreneurs forging ahead
The economic shutdown caused the number
of business establishments operating in
Alberta to fall by 11% from February to May.
While a significant loss to the economy, this
share was lower than the national average
(13%). The good news is that in June, about
7,400 businesses opened or re-opened their
doors in Alberta, compared to about 6,900
that shut down. Only BC saw a larger net
increase in operating businesses.
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Building Alberta's
Future

The Next Generation

Concerns of lost business investment
Canadian businesses are scaling back their capital spending plans in the
wake of the economic shutdown. Data for Alberta are not available, but in
Q2, non-residential business investment across Canada fell by 19%,
including a 23% drop in machinery and equipment investment. This drop
only magnifies the years-long trend of declining business investment in
the country, one tied to Canada’s slow productivity growth and that
ultimately could threaten our long-term prosperity and competitiveness.
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Building Alberta's Future

The Next Generation

CEOs split on the next 12 months
BCA’s new Business Expectations Survey
suggests that the road to recovery in Alberta
could be longer than expected. According to
the survey: 47% of businesses will be reducing
their staff size in the coming year; 62% see
future business leads slowing; and 53% are
scaling back their capital spending plans. On
the bright side, 26% expect to step up hiring,
while 40% anticipate sales volumes to pick up
in the next 12 months.
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About the Alberta Snapshot
The Alberta Snapshot is a quarterly executive
summary that helps you keep a pulse on what's going
on in Alberta, from economic activity to business
conditions to social well-being.
This report is produced by, and the property of, the
Business Council of Alberta. For more information,
email info@BusinessCouncilAB.com
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